INTRODUCTION
2. The envelope modulation in the SFSs is shown to be represented by the response patterns of ANFs. When the whole ANF population is considered, the information on modulation in stimulus envelope does not disappear at the highest sound level tested at all best frequencies ( BFs) we studied ( 1-10 kHz) . The representation is the best at medium sound levels and degrades at high sound levels. Low/medium-spontaneous rate ( SR) ANFs showed greater envelope modulation in their responses at high sound levels than do high-SR ANFs. The quality of the representation at high sound levels is, on average, proportional to BF threshold of an ANF. On the basis of populations of ANFs with all SRs, the envelope modulation in the SFSs is represented over a wide range of sound levels.
The spectra of many speech sounds such as vowels contain a number of peaks (formants) that occur at the resonant frequencies of the vocal tract (Fant 1960) . Because of constraints on the vocal system, once the formant frequencies are specified for a vowel, most other aspects of its spectrum are determined (Fant 1960) . Studies of speech perception have almost always relied on formant frequencies as the basis for the analysis of speech stimuli (Liberman et al. 1967) . We can think of vowels as being composed of a number of narrowband stimuli, which we call single formants (Flanagan 1972) . Studies of representations of such narrowband signals by neurons in the auditory periphery and subsequent central stations are therefore relevant to a better understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying speech perception. 3 . We found that low-BF ANFs differ from high-BF ANFs in representing envelope modulation in the SFSs. For ANFs with BFs less than ~6 kHz, information on stimulus envelope is not only contained in spectral components near direct current but also in components at the vicinities of frequencies equal to BF and its multiples. In fact, for ANFs with BFs ~3 kHz, the contribution from spectral components centered at BF to overall response modulation is greater than that from spectral components near direct current. These findings indicate that, by using measures solely based on the fundamental component, the amount of modulation in the responses to narrowband stimuli is underestimated for low-BF ANFs.
4. Off-BF stimulation of ANFs with SFSs was found to result in increased envelope modulation in responses at high sound levels. The further away the stimulus is centered relative to unit BF, the greater the modulation it induces, provided that the stimulus is capable of exciting the unit. An SFS centered as close as 15% off unit BF can produce a significant increase in the modulation of responses at very high sound levels. Therefore ANFs whose BFs differ from the center frequency of narrowband stimuli provide additional sources of envelope modulation at high sound levels.
Unlike a sinusoidal signal, a narrowband signal usually exhibits amplitude modulation in its waveform and is characterized by two important features: a carrier frequency and an envelope. In this paper we describe the encoding of stimulus envelope in the firing patterns of single auditory nerve fibers (ANFs) and in populations of ANFs. It has been known for some time that ANF spike trains can be phase locked to both the carrier frequency and the envelope of narrowband stimuli like amplitude-modulated (AM) sounds (Mailer 1976; Rose et al. 1967) . The phase locking to stimulus envelope is important because it reveals properties of the cochlear filter that may not be seen with pure tone stimuli and also has implications for possible mechanisms underlying the extraction of pitch of complex stimuli from temporal firing patterns (de Boer 1976; Schouten 1940) . Furthermore, as we will show, representation of stimulus envelope raises a number of important issues related to signal processing mechanisms in the cochlear nucleus (CN), which receives direct inputs from ANFs. We consider the processing of stimulus envelope in the CN in a subsequent paper (unpublished data).
5. Detailed analysis of response envelope showed that low/medium-SR ANFs differ systematically from high-SR ANFs in coding SFSs. Besides having higher modulation, low / medium-SR ANFs were found to have a higher envelope peak height and a lower envelope minimum at high sound levels. In addition, the envelope latency is longer in low / medium-SR ANFs than in highPrevious studies of the representation of stimulus envelopes have focused primarily on AM stimuli (Javel 1980; Joris and Yin 1992; Khanna and Teich 1989; Kim et al. 1990; Mailer 1976; Palmer 1982; Smith and Brachman 1980; Yates 1987) . Responses to AM sounds were often analyzed in terms of period histograms (Rose et al. 1967) . AM in the stimulus waveform is reflected in corresponding modulation of period histograms locked to the period of the 1054 0022-3077193 $2.00 Copyright 0 1993 The American Physiological Society modulation signal. Briefly, the previous studies have found that I) the amount of amplitude modulation increases with increasing sound level over a small range beyond unit threshold and then decreases as sound level increases (Joris and Yin 1992; Smith and Brachman 1980; Yates 1987) ; 2) at most sound levels, modulation transfer functions (some measure of the amplitude of modulation in neural responses vs. modulation frequency of the stimulus) are low pass in nature (Moller 1976; Palmer 1982) and the cutoff frequency increases with increasing best frequency (BF) till -1,000 Hz at BF of 10 kHz in cat (Joris and Yin 1992) ; 3) the amount of modulation in the period histogram is proportional to modulation depth of the AM stimulus (Javel 1980; Joris and Yin 1992) ; and 4) AM in ANF responses as a function of sound level cannot be predicted directly from the steady-state discharge rate versus sound level function (Smith and Brachman 1980; Yates 1987) . Delgutte ( 1980) studied responses of ANFs using stimuli that approximate single formants of vowels. For low-BF ANFs, AM in period histograms of responses to stimuli with center frequencies near fiber BF decreases as sound level increases and the histograms become flat at high sound levels. On the other hand, if the center frequency is placed far from unit BF, the stimulus envelope is better represented in the discharge patterns of ANFs at high sound levels that are within the range of normal speech. Delgutte thus concluded that information about fundamental frequency is represented in the discharge patterns of ANFs with BFs >3-4 kHz.
In most of the previous studies, measures based on the fundamental component of the ANF responses or its derivatives were used to characterize the response to stimulus envelope. The fundamental component is the magnitude of the component at the modulation frequency in the spectrum of a period histogram. The strength of modulation in responses of ANFs is often expressed in terms of synchronization index at the fundamental frequency (fO synchronization index), which is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the fundamental component to average discharge rate. However, the fundamental component is only one of a number of spectral components generated in response to modulation in complex stimuli because the modulating waveform of the stimulus is often nonsinusoidal and the cochlea is a nonlinear device. Thus the fundamental component may not adequately represent the envelope of discharge patterns. As we see in the present study, such methods result in underestimating the amount of modulation in ANF responses, especially in low-BF units. Precise descriptions of ANF responses to narrowband stimuli are important to modeling cochlear mechanics as well as neural circuitry at the CN. We attempted a new method in this study to analyze ANF responses to the single-formant stimuli (SFSs) on the basis of the envelope extracted from discharge patterns.
An important limitation on all of these previous studies is that little attention has been paid to differences in representation of stimulus envelope across the different ANF spontaneous rate (SR) groups. Differences in response properties of these groups that may be important in envelope representation are well documented (Liberman 1978; Sachs et al. 1989) . A primary focus of this paper is the study of SR-related differences in envelope representation.
METHODS

Preparation
The data presented here come from 10 experiments. Healthy adult cats weighing 2-4.5 kg, free from external ear obstructions or middle ear infections, were injected intramuscularly with ketamine hydrochloride
( 1 OO-120 mg) . Atropine sulfate was administrated to reduce mucous secretion. A tracheotomy was performed. Anesthesia was maintained by intravenous injection of pentobarbital sodium throughout the experiment; typically 0.3 ml diluted Nembutal solution ( 1:2) was given every hour. Cats were placed in a soundproof chamber (Industrial Acoustic 1204A). Rectal temperature was maintained at -38 "C. The external meatus was exposed and transected. A tube several feet long ( 1.4 mm diam) was glued to a hole drilled into the bulla to prevent the buildup of negative pressure (Guinan and Peake 1967) . The cranium between the tentorium and the nuccal ridge was removed. The auditory nerve was exposed by gentle retraction of the cerebellum. Glass micropipettes filled with 3 M NaCl ( lo-30 m62) were used to record from single ANFs. Electrodes were advanced dorsoventrally with the use of a hydraulic microdrive.
Acoustic stimuli
Acoustic stimuli were delivered via a closed acoustic system utilizing an electrostatic earspeaker ( Sokolich 1977 ) . Acoustic calibrations at the eardrum were performed for each cat with the use of a probe tube. Examples of acoustic calibrations for this system have been published previously (Winslow and Sachs 1987) . Stimuli used in this study include tones to determine unit BF, tuning curves, etc., and synchronous bursts of SFSs (400 ms duration, 10 ms rise and fall time, repeated at 1,000 ms) at a number of sound levels to collect data for constructing period histograms.
Synthesis of the SFS
The SFS is a narrowband stimulus that is characterized by two important parameters: the carrier frequency and the 3-dB bandwidth. Figure 1 illustrates how an SFS was generated. A set of 128 stimuli was presynthesized and stored; their carrier frequencies were logarithmically equally spaced over the frequency range between 1 .O and 10.0 kHz and were slightly shifted around this value so that they are harmonics of a fundamental frequency closest to 125 Hz. The stimuli were designed to approximate the response of an RLC circuit to a periodic impulse train (Oppenheim et al. 1983 ) . A bandpass Butterworth filter was used to limit the spectral energy to a narrow range around the carrier frequency. The spectrum of an SFS is thus determined by the spectra of the RLC circuit and the Butterworth filter. The 3-dB bandwidth of the stimulus (determined by the RLC circuit) was set equal to the average 3-dB bandwidth of vowel formants at the stimulus carrier frequency for frequencies ~3.0 kHz and set to a constant at higher frequencies, as shown in Fig. 2A (solid line) . The formant bandwidths were taken from a study by Dunn ( 196 1) . As a result, the amount of envelope modulation in the stimulus, measured as modulation depth (defined in Fig. 1 ), changes as the stimulus carrier frequency increases, as shown in Fig. 2B (solid line) .
The waveform of an SFS was computed on the basis of its spectrum by summing a number of cosine functions whose amplitude, frequency, and phase equal those of the spectral components located within 4.0 kHz (or bounded by the fundamental component) from the carrier frequency of the SFS (both above and below). The fundamental frequency of the stimulus, equal to 1 / stimulus period, is the subharmonic of the carrier frequency closest to Illustration of the procedure to generate single-formant stimulus (SFS). An example of an SFS and its amplitude spectrum are shown. A set of 128 stimuli were synthesized with their carrier frequencies logarithmically equally spaced over the frequency range between 1 .O and 10.0 kHz. All SFSs are periodic; their fundamental frequency is the subharmonic of the carrier frequency closest to 125 Hz. The stimulus shown has a Carrier Frequency NW carrier frequency of ~2.0 kHz and a period of ~8.0 ms. The solid line superimposed on the stimulus waveform is its envelope. The definition of the modulation depth of the stimulus is illustrated on the envelope.
Modulation
Depth of S tinwlus 125 Hz, a value close to fundamental frequencies of vowels. The frequencies of the cosine functions are equal to harmonics of the fundamental frequency. Thus all SFSs are perfectly periodic. The period of an SFS is -8.0 ms, digitized in 256 samples per period. For each ANF to be studied, one stimulus is chosen from the set such that its carrier frequency is as close as possible to the unit BF or to some other desired frequency; with 128 stimuli, carrier frequency was always within 1 .O% of BF or the desired frequency, the limitation being imposed by the number of digital waveforms that can be stored (Wang 199 1) . Figure 3 shows examples of SFSs with different carrier frequencies.
A second set of stimuli was synthesized to study effects of off-BF stimulation and stimulus bandwidth. This set of stimuli was generated in the same way as described above, except that the 3-dB bandwidth was set to a constant equal to the value of vowel formant bandwidth at 3.0 kHz. The bandwidth and modulation depth versus carrier frequency of the second set of stimulus are plotted as dashed lines in Fig. 2 . The first set of SFSs was used in most experiments and will be generally referred to as SFS. When discussion involves responses to two sets of stimuli or whenever needed, we will refer to the first set of SFSs as the standard SFS and the second set as the constant-bandwidth SFS.
Data recording
Discharges of single ANFs were recorded in the form of spike times for off-line analysis. Time resolution was 10 ps for responses to SFS and 100 ps for all other stimuli. During an experiment, an ANF was first isolated by presenting noise bursts as search stimuli. Then BF and threshold at BF were determined from a tuning curve made by an automated tuning curve procedure (Kiang et al. 1970) . Spontaneous discharges were recorded over a long period, usually over 50 s, to obtain an accurate estimate of spontaneous rate. A rate-level function using 400-ms-long tone bursts at the BF in I-dB increments was also obtained. Responses to 400-ms-long bursts of an SFS presented once per second were recorded until -4,000 spikes were collected or 100 SFS bursts were presented. Data were collected for SFSs over a range of sound levels.
Data analysis COMPUTING PERIOD HISTOGRAM.
A period histogram is an estimator of instantaneous discharge probability made by folding a data record about one period of the stimulus used. Because each stimulus presentation lasts 400 ms and each SFS stimulus has a period approximately but not exactly equal to 8.0 ms, all data records were windowed to a length equal to the multiples of the period of stimulus used. The window starts at a time after stimulus onset equal to two stimulus periods ( -16 ms, which is greater b a than the stimulus rise time of 10 ms) and stops at a time within 400 ms and equal to a multiple of the stimulus period. Data records were windowed in this way to exclude the onset part of responses from the period histograms. The windowed data records were then folded by the length of the stimulus period and separated into 256 bins. Because the period of the stimulus is -8.0 ms, a resolution of 256 bins per period gives a sampling frequency equal to -32 kHz.
COMPUTINGENVELOPEOFPERIODHISTOGRAM.
Theenvelope of a period histogram is computed on the basis of its spectrum obtained using the Fourier transform (Oppenheim et al. 1983 ). The spectra of period histograms of responses to SFSs generally consist of various numbers of isolated peaks depending on unit BF. An example of such a spectrum is shown in Fig. 4 . It was found that peaks in these spectra are centered at frequencies equal to dc, BF, and its harmonics (see RESULTS). Each of the peaks can be considered as a narrowband signal. Thus the spectra of responses to SFSs are composed of several narrowband signals. For each narrowband signal, its waveform in the time domain is equal to a sinusoid multiplied by a slowly changing waveform. This slowly changing waveform is called the envelope of the narrowband signal. The frequency of the sinusoid is called the carrier frequency of the narrowband signal. The process used to obtain the envelope from a narrowband signal is called demodulation, which can be carried out by using the Hilbert transform (Oppenheim and Schafer 1975 ) . For the period histograms of responses to SFSs, we apply the demodulation process to each spectral peak and then sum all resulting envelopes linearly to obtain a waveform (Wang 199 1) . This waveform is used as the response envelope or the envelope of the period histogram. More specifically, the computation includes the following steps (see Fig. 4 for illustration).
1) Obtain the spectrum of a period histogram using the Fourier transform.
2) Identify the locations of isolated peaks in the amplitude spectrum. The location of a spectral peak is defined by the frequency of its center component (local maxima). Once the center component of a spectral peak is determined, the ratio of its magnitude to that of the dc component (equal to the average discharge rate of the period histogram) is computed. A spectral peak is considered as not being significant and consequently not included in the computation of envelope if the ratio is ~7%; this value is determined empirically on the basis of "noise floor" of data.
3) Extract spectral peaks. Each identified spectral peak is extracted by applying a rectangular window. The edges of the window are determined by finding the component, on each side of the center component, that is the first whose amplitude is ~2% (empirically determined) of the dc component. When the ~2% component is not found, the edge is chosen by the middle point between and constant-bandwidth SFS (dashed line) vs. formant or carrier frequency. The 3-dB bandwidth of the standard SFS ~3.0 kHz is the linear regression of 3-dB bandwidths of the first 3 formants in English vowels measured by Dunn ( 196 1 ) , and is set to a constant ~3.0 kHz (5 10 kHz). The formants of the 1 st, 2nd, and 3rd vowels are indicated by triangle, circle, and diamond symbols, respectively. The 3-dB bandwidth of the constant-bandwidth SFS is set to a constant equal to the average vowel bandwidth at 3.0 kHz in the frequency range studied ( I-10 kHz) . B: modulation depths of both standard SFS (-) and constant-bandwidth SFS(---) are plotted vs. the carrier frequency of the stimulus. The definition of the modulation depth of the stimulus is shown in Fig. 1 . BW, bandwidth. two neighboring peaks. In all cases, there is no overlap of rectangular windows used in extracting spectral peaks. 4) Compute fractional envelope. The envelope obtained from a spectral peak is referred to as the fractional envelope. First, the Hilbert transform is applied to the extracted spectral peak. Then an analytic signal (a complex signal) is constructed on the basis of the spectrum and its Hilbert transform (Dugundji 1958) . The modulus of the analytic signal is the fractional envelope of the spectral peak.
5) Compute the envelope of a period histogram. After all fractional envelopes are obtained, they are summed linearly. The resulting waveform is used as the envelope of a period histogram (see Fig. 4 ), which is also referred to as the response envelope.
FEATURES
OF RESPONSE ENVELOPE.
Because the response envelope from ANF responses to SFSs always has a single peak, several features can be identified, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , which include (a) envelope maximum (spikes per second); (b) envelope minimum (spikes per second); (c) envelope peak height: the difference between envelope maximum and envelope minimum (spikes per second); and (7) envelope peak location: the delay between the time at envelope maximum and the beginning of the stimulus period (milliseconds).
A measure called modulation depth is introduced to quantify magnitude fluctuations in the envelope of a period histogram. It is defined as follows and is illustrated in Fig. 4 modulation depth = envelope peak height envelope maximum envelope peak height = envelope peak height + envelope minimum
The value of the modulation depth ranges from 0.0 (flat envelope) to 1 .O (fully modulated, i.e., envelope minimum equal to 0). The modulation depth is used in this study to quantify the depth of modulation in the ANF responses caused by the stimulus. It does not describe, however, how faithfully the response envelope follows that of the stimulus, which is not a focus of the present study.
RESULTS
Responses to SFSs centered at unit BF SINGLE-UNIT RESPONSE PROPERTIES.
Period histogram and envelope. In (Johnson 1980; Rose et al. 1967) . Note that the spectra of period histograms of the two low-BF ANFs in Fig histogram from responses to SFSs is that there exists only one peak in the envelope, as is the case in the stimulus waveform (see Fig. 3 ). Variations in the shape of the envelope from one sound level to another will be discussed later. The period histogram of a low-SR ANF is generally similar to that of a high-SR ANF at the same sound level above threshold. Dependence of modulation on sound level. The most important factor in shaping the envelope of a period histogram is the level of the stimulus. As sound level increases, modulation in the envelope of a period histogram decreases. In Figs. 6 and 7, period histograms from two pairs of ANFs at various sound levels are plotted with their envelopes. Each pair has a low-SR and a high-SR ANF with similar BFs. In all cases modulation increases with sound level at low levels and then decreases at higher levels. At sound levels just above unit threshold, period histograms only show small peaks in their envelopes because driven rates are not much higher than spontaneous rates. At medium sound levels, envelopes of period histogram resemble the stimulus envelope. Peak instantaneous discharge rate usually reaches a maximum value at these levels. As stimulus level continues to increase, the envelope of the period histogram gradually becomes flat. Illustrations showing the process of computing the envelope of a period histogram. The envelope of the period histogram is computed on the basis of its spectrum. Spectral peaks are extracted by rectangular windows and the corresponding fractional envelopes are computed and summed to give the overall envelope of the period histogram. Also shown are the definitions of envelope features and the measure of envelope modulation, modulation depth, defined as the ratio of envelope peak height to envelope maximum. Envelope maximum (a): the maximum of envelope (spikes/s); envelope minimum (b): the minimum of envelope (spikes/s); envelope peak height (c): the difference between the maximum and minimum of envelope (spikes/s); envelope peak location (7): time at which the envelope reaches the maximum (ms) relative to the onset of the period histogram. a SR and a high-SR ANF with the same BF plotted against sound level in decibels SPL and in decibels re threshold, respectively. The modulation depth versus sound level functions clearly show the change in envelope modulation as a function of sound level. They also illustrate the difference between a low-SR and a high-SR ANF when sound level is considered in decibels SPL. High-SR ANFs usually begin to respond to SFSs at lower sound levels than do low-SR ANFs, but their envelope modulation also starts to decrease at lower sound levels than does that of low-SR ANFs. The result is that at high sound level, a low-SR ANF has greater modulation in its envelope than does a high-SR ANF. When sound level is considered in decibels relative to unit threshold, the difference at high sound levels between the two types of ANFs shown in Fig. 84 disappears (Fig.  8 B) . There is also a difference between a high-and a low-SR ANF at very low sound levels. At sound levels just above threshold, the low-SR ANFs show very high envelope modulation. This result simply reflects the fact that because the low-SR ANF has almost no spontaneous activity, any discharges induced by the stimulus result in a nearly 1 .O modulation depth, whereas the driven discharges induced in a high-SR ANF produce a relatively smaller modulation depth. In Fig. SC , we plot average discharge rate in response to SFS versus sound level in decibels SPL for the same pair of ANFs.
Because modulation depth is a normalized measure with respect to peak instantaneous discharge rate, it only reflects the relative change in the envelope of the period histogram. It is necessary to keep this in mind when this measure is used. In Fig. 9 , we plot three features of the envelope of period histogram versus sound level in decibels re threshold: envelope maximum (equal to peak instantaneous discharge rate), envelope minimum, and envelope peak height for the ANFs shown in Fig. 8 . Both envelope maximum and peak height increase as sound level increases and reach a maximum at some medium sound level ( Fig. 9 , A and C). They then drop as sound level continues to increase. This trend is different from the way that average ANFs show lower envelope minima at high sound levels than do high-SR ANFs, as shown later.
Dependence of modulation depth on unit BF. As mentioned in METHODS, the envelope modulation of the standard SFS is a function of carrier frequency (Fig. 2 B) . To discharge rate changes as a function of sound level (see Fig.  8C ). Figure 9 also shows more distinctions between a low-SR and a high-SR ANF. High-SR ANFs generally have higher rates in both envelope maximum and envelope peak height than do low-SR ANFs at the same sound level above unit threshold. This difference, however, is not reflected in the ratio of these two measures, i.e., modulation depth ( Fig.  8 B) . The fact that envelope peak height and modulation depth are nonmonotonic functions of sound level indicates that the modulation in stimulus envelope is best represented at medium sound levels and degrades at high sound levels. Figure 9B is a plot of envelope minimum versus sound level in decibels re threshold. Recall that envelope peak height (Fig. SC) is the difference between envelope maximum (Fig. 94 and envelope minimum ( Fig. 9 B) . Envelope minimum generally reaches a minimum value ( near 0.0) at medium sound levels where envelope maximum achieves or is close to its maximum value. At moderate-to-high sound levels, envelope minimum is generally a nondecreasing function of sound level. On average, low-SR compare response of ANFs with different BFs, we plot in Fig. 10 modulation depth versus sound level from a low-BF and a high-BF ANF in response to the standard SFS and from a low-BF ANF in response to the constant-bandwidth SFS. The low-BF ANF with the standard SFS (Fig. 10 , ,!I) has a maximum modulation depth of 0.7, about the same as the modulation depth of the standard SFS at this frequency. For the high-BF ANF with the standard SFS (Fig.  10, a) , the highest modulation depth is 1 .O, equal to that of the stimulus used. Note also the difference between the shape of the modulation depth versus sound level functions of the low-BF and the high-BF ANFs with the standard SFS. The high-BF ANF maintains nearly 100% modulation over a range of sound levels, whereas the low-BF ANF does not. To see whether this difference is entirely due to the difference in stimulus modulation, we plot modulation depth from another low-BF ANF obtained using the constant-bandwidth SFS, which has a modulation depth of --a-
. at all stimulus carrier frequencies (Fig. 2 B) . The maximum modulation depth of this low-BF ANF (Fig. 10,O) is -1 .O, the same as the high-BF ANF. However, modulation depth of this low-BF ANF starts to drop from 1 .O at a much lower sound level than does that of the high-BF ANF. As we will show below, high-BF ANFs generally show higher modulation depth than do low-BF ANFs at the same sound level above threshold. The comparison shown in Fig. 10 indicates that the differences in modulation depth at different BFs are not entirely due to the stimulus. The difference seems to be caused by the difference in th .e bandwidth of cochlear filters, as discussed in more detail later.
PROPERTIESOFPOPULATIONSOFANFS.
Envelopepeakheight and minimum.
The analysis in the previous section illustrates the properties of envelope modulation as a function of sound level and unit BF for individual ANFs. The same analysis is applied to all ANFs in response to the standard SFS. Modulation depth is a normalized measure equal to the ratio of envelope peak height to envelope maximum and can also be expressed in terms of en velope peak height and envelope minimum ( See METHODS) . In thi s section we examine these envelope features across populations of low / medium-and high-SR ANFs. In Fig. 11 , envelope peak height is plotted versus sound level (dB re threshold) for low/ medium-SR and high-SR ANFs in A and B, respectively. Envelope peak height of both SR groups is a nonmonotonic function of sound level, which reaches a maximum at -40-50 dB above threshold. One noticeable difference between the two SR groups is the magnitude of the maximum envelope peak height. There is a larger variation in the magnitude of envelope peak height among low / medium-SR ANFs than among high-SR ANFs. When envelope peak height is plotted versus sound level in decibels SPL as shown in Fig. 12, A and B, the two SR groups show distinct differences. Specifically, envelope peak height of low/ medium-SR ANFs is higher at high sound levels but lower at low sound levels when compared with that of high-SR ANFs. The trend related to unit SR is analyzed in Fig.  12 , C and D, in which envelope peak height measured at a low (40 dB SPL) and a high (80 dB SPL) sound level, respectively, is plotted versus unit SR. At 40 dB SPL, there is a progressive increase in envelope peak height among low/ medium-SR units as SR increases, but little change among high-SR units (Fig. 12C) . Also, high-SR ANFs show higher envelope peak height than do low / medium-SR ANFs. The reverse is true for envelope peak height measured at 80 dB SPL as shown in Fig. 12 D. Data in Fig. 12 , C and D, clearly show that high-SR ANFs form a group that does not exhibit systematic changes with changing SR and has a significantly different mean envelope peak height than that of low/ medium-SR ANFs (P < 0.000 1, t test, see Fig. 12 legend). Besides this difference in envelope peak height, the two SR groups also show clear difference in their envelope minimum.
In Fig. 13 , A and B, we plot envelope minimum versus sound level (dB SPL) . Low/medium-SR ANFs are seen to have lower envelope minima at moderate to high sound levels than do high-SR ANFs. This is further shown by plotting envelope minimum at 80 dB SPL versus unit SR in Fig. 13C . Although there is some overlap between two SR groups in this plot, the mean envelope minimum of low/medium-SR group is significantly lower than that of high-SR group (66.36 t 39.93 vs. 135.25 t 40.30 spikes/ second, mean t SD; P < 0.000 1, t test). Because of these differences in envelope peak height and envelope minimum, we expect different characteristics in modulation depth among different SR groups.
Modulatihz depth. Results of modulation depth analysis for five experiments are shown in ANFs at moderateto-high sound levels. These data show the generality of the results illustrated by the examples shown above (Fig. 8) . For ANFs in the same BF range, the decrease of modulation depth begins at a lower level for high-SR ANFs than for low/medium-SR ANFs. The result is that the falling limb of modulation depth versus sound level (dB SPL) functions for high-SR ANFs separate from those of low / medium-SR ANFs. However, if modulation depth is plotted versus stimulus level in decibels relative to unit threshold, this partitioning of high-and low/medium-SR ANFs disappears. Figure 15 illustrates the generality of these SR-related differences across unit BF. For each ANF the stimulus level in decibels SPL corresponding to an 0.75 modulation depth was calculated from data in Fig. 14 and plotted versus unit BF in Fig. 154 . The inset in Fig. 15 B illustrates how such sound levels were computed. At all BFs, points for low/medium-SR ANFs lie above those for the high-SR ANFs. In Fig. 15 B the stimulus level in decibels re threshold corresponding to 0.75 modulation depth is plotted versus unit BF. This plot shows no separation of the two SR populations. To further explore the SR-related differences, we plot sound levels at 0.75 modulation depth versus unit SR for ANFs with BFs between 3 and 10 kHz in Fig. 15 , C and D. The reason to select these units is that the stimulus modulation depth remains unchanged in this frequency range. As Fig. 15C shows, there is a clear separation between low/medium-and high-SR populations when analyzed with respect to sound level in decibels SPL. Furthermore, there is no systematic change within the high-SR group as SR increases. envelope latency at a fixed sound level and plotted it vs. BF 500 in Fig. 16 , A and B, in decibels SPL and decibels re threshold, respectively. It is clear in Fig. 16 that envelope latency E 35 decreases as BF increases up to -5 kHz and stays constant E= :c g thereafter. The difference between envelope latency of a '3 1-kHz and a lo-kHz ANF is quite large, as much as 3 ms. g; Figure 16 also shows that low/medium-SR ANFs have -. ForD, low/medium-SR: 67.89 + 9.29dBrethreshold(N= 175); high-SR: 67.03 + 5.77dBSPL(N= 28); P = 0.7 11. Circle: low/medium-SR. Cross: high-SR.
longer envelope latencies than do high-SR ANFs at 50 dB SPL but both SR populations have similar envelope latenties at 40 dB re threshold. Spectral peaks and corresponding fractional envelopes. The analysis so far has dealt with the response patterns in the time domain. We now take a close look at the frequency components of period histograms on which the computation of envelope is based. In response to an SFS, which has energy only within a narrow band centered at a frequency equal to BF, the spectrum of the period histogram of a low-BF ANF has a number of clusters of frequency components due to cochlear nonlinearity. An example of such a period histogram and its spectrum is shown in Fig. 17 , A and B. In each of these clusters, there is a dominant component (i.e., a component with the highest amplitude) surrounded by components with smaller amplitudes on both sides. Each cluster is a narrowband signal. We will refer to a cluster as a spectral "peak," and the amplitude and frequency of the dominant component as the amplitude and center frequency of the spectral peak. From now on, we will refer to the cluster of spectral components around dc as the dc peak and the other spectral clusters as the first peak (with the largest peak amplitude), the second peak (with the 2nd largest peak-amplitude), and so on. In Fig. 17 , several aspects of the spectrum of a low-BF ANF are analyzed. Figure 17 B shows that there are four clusters besides the one around dc that are visible in the spectrum. The first few spectral peaks are usually centered at dc, BF, and its multiples (i.e., BF, 2BF, 3BF, etc.) as in this ANF. Their amplitude decreases as their center frequency increases. Therefore, the first peak is always the peak at BF, the second peak at 2BF, and the third peak at 3BF. The amplitudes of spectral peaks other than the one around dc also decrease as unit BF increases (see Fig. l&4 ). The amplitudes of spectral peaks increase with increasing sound levels initially as sound level exceeds threshold and then either saturate or slightly decrease as shown in Fig. 17 D, in which we plot the amplitude of the first four peaks as a function of sound level in decibels relative to threshold. Notice that R( dc) > R( BF) > R(2BF) > R( 3BF). In contrast to the way that amplitude of spectral peak varies with their center frequency, the amount of modulation in the fractional envelopes resulting from individual spectral peaks does not decrease with increasing center frequency. This is shown in Fig. 17C , where we plot fractional envelopes from the first three spectral peaks as well as the overall envelope for the period histogram shown in Fig. 17A . Also plotted in Fig.  17A is a cosine function whose amplitude and phase equal those of the fundamental component in the spectrum of the same period histogram shown in Fig. 17 B. There are two important aspects of this plot. First, the fractional envelope from the first peak [ S( BF)] has the largest modulation. Modulation in the fractional envelope due to the dc peak [ S( dc)] is as large as that due to the second peak [ S( 2BF)]. The fractional envelope of the third peak [ S( 3BF)] shows the least amount of modulation. It is also noticed that envelopes due to individual peaks have similar phases. Second, the magnitude of the modulation in the cosine function representing the fundamental component is much less than that produced by the first peak [ S( BF)] . As this figure clearly demonstrates, using fundamental component or its derivatives leads to the substantial underestimate of modulation in the envelope of a period histogram.
Distribution of amplitude and location of spectral peaks. To quantitatively analyze distributions of spectral peaks over frequency and BF, we defined the spectral peak synchronization index of the spectral peaks as the ratio of the amplitude of the dominant component in a peak to the dc component (i.e., the average discharge rate). In Fig. l&4 , we plot synchronization index of the first three largest spectral peaks at a sound level of 30 dB relative to unit threshold versus unit BF. On average, at any BF, the synchronization index of the second peak is smaller than that of the first peak but greater than that of the third peak. All three synchronization indexes decrease as unit BF increases, reaching a value of 0.07 at roughly 6, 3, and 2 kHz, respectively. Because our criterion for including a spectral peak in the construction of envelope requires a peak amplitude >7% of the dc component, only energies from spectral peaks whose synchronization indexes are >0.07 were used to compute the envelope (see METHODS).
The center frequencies of the first three spectral peaks that have synchronization indexes >0.07 are plotted against unit BF in Fig. 18 B. We see that the center frequencies of the largest peaks are equal or very close to their corresponding BFs. The center frequencies of the second largest peaks are equal or close to twice their corresponding BFs and those of the third largest peaks equal or close to three times those of their corresponding BFs.
Contribution of individual spectral peak to overall envelope. The data shown in Fig. 18A indicate that the dominant components in spectral peaks decrease in amplitude as their center frequencies increase. However, the contribution of each spectral peak to the overall envelope depends on the frequency components around the dominant component as well. Each spectral peak represents a narrowband signal, and in computing the overall envelope we sum the fractional envelopes computed from the separate peaks. The adequacy of this procedure is demonstrated by the envelopes shown in Fig. 17C . We use fractional modulation depth to quantify the contributions of individual spectral peaks. The fractional modulation depth is the ratio of peak height of a fractional envelope to the maximum value of the overall envelope. Obviously, if a period histogram only has a dc peak, the fractional modulation depth due to the dc peak is equal to the modulation depth of overall envelope. We first look at the fractional modulation depths as functions of sound level. In Fig. 19 , fractional modulation depths are plotted versus sound level in decibels relative to threshold for ANFs with BF between 1 and 2 kHz (Fig. 19,  A-D) . The modulation depth of the overall envelope, or overall modulation depth, is also plotted for comparison (Fig. 19 E) . The shaded area in each panel is the area of distribution of overall modulation depth for this group of ANFs. The fractional modulation depth for all peaks decreases as sound level increases in a way similar to that of the overall modulation depth. At a given sound level, the depths from all spectral peaks, because envelopes due to individual peaks have similar phases. Again, we see that the first peak contributes the most to overall envelope modulation at nearly all sound levels.
We now examine the above properties across the whole population of ANFs. For each ANF, we plot the maximum values of overall modulation depth and each fractional modulation depth from all sound levels studied versus unit BF in Fig. 20~4 for experiments with the standard SFS. The fractional modulation depth due to the dc peak is a monotonic function of BF. The fractional modulation depth due to the first peak is a nonmonotonic function of BF and is greater than that due to all other peaks below -3 kHz, where it is equal to fractional modulation depth of the dc peak. At 1 kHz, the fractional modulation depth of the first peak is about twice as large as that of the dc peak. Fractional modulation depths from the second peak and third peak both decrease as BF increases. The third peak shows a maximum fractional modulation depth of only -0.1, implying a weak contribution to the overall envelope modulation. At BFs >3 kHz, the dc peak makes the largest contribution to the overall envelope modulation.
Notice that the maximum overall modulation depth increases with increasing BF and reaches the maximum value of 1 .O at -2.5 kHz.
The bandwidth and modulation depth of the standard SFS increase with BFs ~3 kHz ( Fig. 2) ; this increase may play a role in determining the properties discussed above. To address this issue, we apply the same analysis to responses obtained with the constant-bandwidth SFS and plot the results in Fig. 20B . In addition, we plot in the inset of Fig. 20B the least-squares fits of each modulation depth 20A in terms of relationships among overall and each fractional modulation depth. Differences are seen in units with BFs ~3 kHz, which include 1) overall modulation is higher and 2 ) there is an increase in fractional modulation depth of the dc, first, and second peak; the largest increment is at 1 .O kHz. There is little change in the third peak. Notice that the increment in fractional modulation depth of first peak is just as large as that of dc peak, which contains the fundamental component. We thus conclude from these results that, for low-BF ANFs, spectral energy other than that in the dc peak makes important contributions to modulation in the overall envelope, whereas the envelope is largely dominated by energy in the dc peak in high-BF ANFs.
EFFECT OF STIMULUS BANDWIDTH.
The period histograms of responses to the constant-bandwidth SFS are similar to those from responses to the standard SFS. In Fig. 21 , we plot modulation depth versus sound level in decibels relative to unit threshold for the responses to both the standard and constant-bandwidth SFS. Because the two stimuli differ only in the frequency range from 1 to 3 kHz, only ANFs with BF in this range are plotted to demonstrate the resulting differences in the responses. In each of the panels in Fig. 2 1 , the shaded area indicates the distribution of modulation functions obtained from responses to the standard SFS in a given BF range. For ANFs with BFs between 1 and 2 kHz (left column), it is seen that at all sound levels tested, the constant-bandwidth SFS generates greater envelope modulation in responses than the standard SFS does. For the same group of ANFs, modulation functions generated by the constant-bandwidth SFS show a plateau at low 18. Distribution of magnitude and location of the first 3 largest peaks outside dc in the spectra of period histograms. A: spectral peak synchronization index measured at 30 dB re threshold vs. unit BF. The spectral peak synchronization index is the ratio of the amplitude of center component of a spectral peak to the dc component of the spectrum of the period histogram. B: center frequency of spectral peaks plotted against unit BF, measured at 30-50 dB re threshold. Three lines with slope equal to 1,2, and 3 are also plotted. Circle: 1 st peak. Cross: 2nd peak. Square: 3rd peak.
sound levels ( -20-30 dB wide) that is not present in data with the standard SFS. These differences are less significant in ANFs with BFs between 2 and 3 kHz (right column). In either stimulus condition, modulation depth decreases roughly linearly with increasing sound levels at moderate-3 kHz, the increase is more gradual. The dependence of modulation depth on unit BF may be due to the properties of both the stimuli and the cochlear filter. Figure 22 B illustrates the relationship among lo-dB bandwidths of the two sets of stimuli and the cochlear filter. The dashed line in this figure is an approximation to the average lo-dB bandwidths of the cochlear filter based on the measurement of ANF QlOs by Evans (1975) . At frequencies ~3.0 kHz, the lo-dB bandwidths of both standard SFS and cochlear filter increase with increasing BF or carrier frequency. Because the bandwidth of the standard SFS is smaller than that of the cochlear filter at ~3.0 kHz, the bandwidth of the effective stimulus to the ANF is not limited by the cochlear filter in this frequency range. Thus the increase in the modulation depth of the standard SFS with frequency, which results from the increase in stimulus bandwidth, is reflected in responses of ANFs. However, because the constantbandwidth SFS has a IO-dB bandwidth greater than that of cochlear filter below ~2.5 kHz, the effective bandwidth to-high sound levels. The falling limb of modulation func-i -tions from the constant-bandwidth SFS responses is parallel n _ to that of modulation function from the standard SFS with g _ ' a vertical shift. To compare responses from the two sets of 3 -stimuli across BF, we compute the sound levels in decibels 2 -relative to unit threshold corresponding to an 0.75 modula-2 _ tion depth for these two stimulus sets and plot them against unit BF in Fig. 22A . Also plotted are least-squares fits of BF (kHz) seen by the ANFs is limited to the bandwidth of cochlear filter, which is greater than that of the standard SFS. This wider bandwidth results in higher modulation depth in the effective stimulus and therefore modulation depth in response to the constant-bandwidth SFS is greater than modulation depth in response to the standard SFS. The increase in modulation depth of the response to constant-bandwidth SFS thus reflects the increase in bandwidth of the cochlear filter.
Responses to of-BF stimulation
In the above sections, we discuss the results of responses to SFS centered at unit BF. In the following sections we will examine responses to SFS centered at frequencies different from unit BF. The carrier frequency of SFS was varied in G-octave steps above and below BF. Unless indicated, data presented below were obtained with the constant-bandwidth SFS to minimize changes in the envelopes of stimuli with different carrier frequencies.
In Fig. 23 we plot period histograms from an ANF in response to the constant-bandwidth SFS cen- The carrier frequency of the stimulus increases 9'4 of an octave between columns to the right and decreases to the left. Although off-BF stimuli always result in higher modulation depth, there are some differences between period histograms for above-and below-BF stimuli. First notice that the fine structure in period histograms on the left (<BF) of the middle column are synchronized to different frequencies from those on the right (>BF). Analysis of spectra of the histograms shows that period histograms in response to below-BF stimuli are synchronized to stimulus carrier frequency and those in response to above-BF stimuli are synchronized to unit BF. This result indicates that, for stimuli placed above BF, the ANF responds to energy at the BF in the low-frequency skirt of the stimulus spectrum, because the high-frequency edge of the ANF's tuning curve is steeper than the low-frequency skirt of the stimulus spectrum. On the other hand, below the BF, the slope of the tuning curve must be less than the high-frequency skirt of the stimulus, so that the ANF responds to the carrier frequency rather than to the BF component in the stimulus. The second difference is that stimuli centered above BF produce modulation greater than or equal to that produced by stimuli centered below BF at moderate-to-high sound levels. Note that the maximum instantaneous rate induced by above-BF stimuli is much higher than that in period histograms to the BF stimuli at corresponding sound levels. At l/4 octave above BF (2nd column from right), the maximum instantaneous rates are -2,000 spikes/s, compared with -1,000 spikes/s or lower in the middle column (BF stimulus). Below-BF stimuli also generate maximum instantaneous rates greater than those due to a BF stimulus, though not as high as those due to an above-BF stimulus. At the highest sound levels tested at BF (64-69 dB above threshold), there is almost no modulation in the period histogram of this medium-SR ANF. However, considerable modulation is seen in period histograms of responses to all off-BF stimuli shown. The response patterns shown in Fig. 23 clearly show differences in envelope modulation when SFS is presented at or off BF of an ANF. In Fig. 24 we plot modulation depth versus sound level in decibels relative to unit BF threshold for a number of stimulus carrier frequencies; data are shown for two low-BF ANFs, including the ANF whose period histograms are shown in Fig. 23 . In general, an off-BF SFS produces equal or greater modulation at high stimulus levels than does a BF-centered SFS. The further the carrier frequency of stimulus departs from BF, either below or above BF, the greater modulation it generates at high stimulus levels provided that the stimulus evokes responses. It should be pointed out that off-BF stimuli have response thresholds higher than those of BF stimuli, as expected from the shape of tuning curve. However, modulation depth decreases more slowly with sound level for off-BF SFS than for BF-centered SFS, as shown in Fig. 24 .
To compare modulation depths for diEerent stimulus carrier frequencies, we plot modulation depth at a fixed sound level versus the carrier frequency in Fig. 25 . Figure 25A shows examples for a stimulus level at 60 dB above BF threshold from a number of ANFs. The abscissa is the ratio of carrier frequency to unit BF. The functions in the plot have a V shape with the lowest point at stimulus carrier frequency equal to BF. For most ANFs, stimuli centered only '/S-~/S octave (roughly 9-20%) away from BF generate considerable increase in modulation depth. For unit 4 in Fig. 254 , we also plot its modulation depths at 60 dB re threshold versus stimulus carrier frequency (kHz) in (-) and constant-bandwidth ( l l l ) SFS. The (---) is an approximation of IO-dB bandwidth of ANF tuning curves in cat based on Qlos measured by Evans ( 1975) . It is obtained by averaging data from units whose IO-dB bandwidths are within 25% of 300 and 400 Hz, respectively; the mean bandwidths are 297.4 and 403.6 Hz and corresponding BFs are 1.10 and 2.58 kHz. Comparison with previous studies in that the rate of increase is higher at the high-frequency The results of this study are closely related to those using side (i.e., above BF) than at the low-frequency side.
AM or similar stimuli. It has been shown that phase locking Finally, we compare modulation depth from responses to in ANFs to AM stimuli as a function of modulation frestimuli centered at or off BF for all ANFs across BF in Fig. quency has a low-pass characteristic whose cutoff fre-26; the ordinate is stimulus level (dB SPL) giving a modula-quency increases with increasing BF (Joris and Yin 1992; tion depth of 0.75 as in Fig. 154 . Data shown in this figure Moller 1976; Palmer 1982) . The fundamental frequencies were collected using the constant-bandwidth SFSs and in-of SFSs used in this study, similar to the modulation freelude only responses to stimuli whose carrier frequencies quency in an AM stimulus, are -125 Hz and are near or are within 0.5 octave of BF. The BF-centered responses are below the cutoff frequencies of AM stimuli at BFs we studdivided into two SR groups. Least-squares fits are made and ied (Joris and Yin 1992) . plotted for each group (low/medium-SR:
dashed line, Period histograms of responses to SFSs share similar high-SR: solid line). Nearly half of the data points from properties as those from responses to AM stimuli. In particoff-BF stimuli (mostly below-BF stimuli) are scattered in ular, for both stimuli, envelope modulation in the period the region where low/medium-SR ANFs and high-SR histograms rises as sound level exceeds BF threshold and ANFs with higher-than-average modulation depths distriblater declines as sound intensity continues to increase to ute. The remaining data points of off-BF responses are sig-high levels (Figs. 6 and 7; Javel 1980; Joris and Yin 1992 sured at relatively low sound levels (20-30 dB re threshold) where modulation is increasing or has just reached its maximum value and average discharge rate is below saturation. Because of their low spontaneous activities, low-SR ANFs exhibit higher contrast of fluctuation versus sustained response, which leads to higher modulation at these sound levels. Comparison between two SR groups in Fig. 15B is made at higher sound levels where modulation decreases with increasing sound level. At these levels, average discharge rates of both SR groups are either already in saturation or close to it. Therefore the finding of Greenberg's study and that of the present one should be interpreted differently. Joris and Yin ( 1992) showed in their recent study with AM stimuli that maximumf, synchronization index is inversely correlated with SR and argued that such a relationship may simply be related to the presence of spontaneous spikes per se, rather than to some other fundamental difference between low-and high-SR ANFs. The modula- (Fig. 8) and envelope peak height (Figs. 11 and 12) versus sound level functions. Modulation depth also exhibits the nonmonotonicity but there is a wider range of sound level over which the maximum value ( 1 .O) is maintained as well as a much faster rising phase (Fig. 14) , as compared with thefo synchronization index used in AM studies (Joris and Yin 1992) . The differences are due to different measures used. The results of this study also show that the characteristics of the dependence of envelope modulation on sound level change systematically as narrowband stimuli are centered away from unit BF (Fig. 24) .
Greenberg ( 1986) studied ANF responses using a twotone complex and found higher vector strength (a measure similar to the f0 synchronization index) in low-SR ANFs than in high-SR ANFs at similar sound levels above unit threshold. We did not see in this study systematic difference between two SR groups when their modulation depths are compared with respect to sound level in decibels re threshold (Fig. 15 B) . In Greenberg's study, modulation was mea- tion depth used in this study, defined entirely on the envelope of period histograms, reflects the dynamically changing portion of the response and is not directly related to SRS. Khanna and Teich ( 1989) observed that several clusters of spectral components are present in the responses to AM stimuli, centered around dc, BF, and multiples of BF. We also found such clusters in the responses to SFSs in the present study and quantitatively analyzed their distributions (Figs. 17 and 18 ). In addition, our results extend the previous findings by revealing the contributions of sidebands of each cluster to the overall envelope of period histogram (Figs. 17, 19, and 20) .
As the examples shown in Fig. 8 demonstrate, modulation depth as a function of sound level behaves differently from steady-state rate-level function. Specifically, average discharge rate saturates at high sound levels, whereas modulation depth continues to decrease. Our finding is consistent with the previous observation by Smith and Brachman ( 1980) that modulation versus sound level function is not directly predictable from the steady-state rate-level function. Both of these pieces of evidence support the notion that instantaneous discharge rate has a much wider dynamic range than does average discharge rate.
Measures of modulation
The most frequently used measures of the AM in auditory responses are based on the fundamental component of the responses. f0 synchronization index is such a measure. These measures, however, have some limitations. First, they only reflect AM in the temporal discharge patterns due to spectral energy at the fundamental frequency. As we have shown in this study, ANF responses have other spectral components that also contribute to AM in the temporal discharge patterns (Fig. 17) . These contributions are not reflected in the measures based solely on the fundamental component. Second, even in the simplest case (e.g., an AM stimulus), the cochlea produces various spectral components not at&, because of the nonlinearity, that have influence on the temporal discharge patterns and fluctuations in the envelope. The consequence of using measures based solely on the fundamental component is the underestimation of actual modulation in ANF responses, especially at low-BF ANFs. This point is best illustrated by the analysis shown in Fig. 17C . On the other hand, measures based on the envelope, like the modulation depth used in this study, are not subject to above limitations.
We now consider similarities and differences between the modulation depth and thef, synchronization index as applied to ANF responses with envelope modulation. Modulation depth is a measure normalized by the maximum instantaneous discharge rate ranging from 0 to 1, whereas& synchronization index is normalized by average discharge rate and has a value r0 but < 1 in ANF responses. To compare these two measures in the responses to SFSs, we plot in Fig.  27 modulation depth versus& synchronization index measured in period histograms at all sound levels. Data are separated into four BF ranges and least-squares fits of each group are also plotted (Fig. 27A, inset) . We see in this figure that modulation depth increases roughly linearly with increasing& synchronization index until modulation depth reaches ~0.7 for ANFs <3 kHz (Fig. 27A ) and about 0.8 for ANFs >3 kHz (Fig. 27 B) . There is also a progressive change in the rate of increase in modulation depth as f0 synchronization index increases when unit BF moves from low to high values. For example, the change info synchronization index from 0 to 0.2 corresponds to a change in modulation depth from 0 to 0.7 at BFs of l-2 kHz and from 0 to nearly 1 .O at BFs of 5-10 kHz. Notice that there is a saturation in modulation depth of values >0.9 in ANFs with BFs > 3 kHz (Fig. 27 B) . Because our analyses, like those in Figs. 15, 22A, and 26, were based on modulation depth of 0.75, they are not affected by this saturation.
Another important difference between modulation depth and f0 synchronization index is that the former is defined entirely on the fast-changing response and the latter is normalized by average discharge rate over a period of time. Therefore the level of average spontaneous or driven discharge rate does not necessarily affect modulation depth, whereas it directly affects f0 synchronization index. It should be remembered that modulation depth is a normalized measure; responses at different sound levels or from different ANFs may have the same modulation depth while the magnitude of modulation measured in discharge rate is different. When this becomes an issue in analysis (e.g., when convergence of ANF inputs is considered in CN), nonnormalized measures, such as envelope peak height, should be used.
Encoding envelope modulation at high sound levels Although response modulation generally degrades at high sound levels in all ANFs, results of this study show that envelope modulation at high sound levels is preserved in low/medium-SR ANFs (Fig. 14) . Previous studies using pure tones as stimuli have shown many distinct characteris- (0.063, 2.109, 22.280, 360.477, 0.984), (2) (3) 5.091, 19.428, 7.065; 0.959), (3) (4) (5) 9.395, 8 1.287, 34.324; 0.952) , 5-10 kHz (-0.049, 10.968, -45.514, 90.952, -87.280, 32.295; 0.975). tics of two SR populations. Low/medium-SR ANFs were found to have higher threshold to BF tones (Liberman 1978 ) . Some low / medium-SR ANFs have wider dynamic ranges in their rate-intensity functions (Schalk and Sachs 1980) . In present study, low /medium-and high-SR ANFs show no systematic difference in modulation depth at the same sound levels above unit threshold. Systematic differences in modulation depth between the two populations were found with regard to sound level in decibels SPL. Specifically, at high absolute sound level, most low/medium-SR ANFs show higher modulation depth than all high-SR ANFs. Such a difference is apparently the result of the difference in the threshold distribution of two SR groups. Liberman's ( 1978) study with chamber-raised cats showed a clear bimodal distribution of SRs in ANFs. But in the same study, the distribution of thresholds was shown to be rather continuous. Because we have shown that low/mediumand high-SR ANFs have the same modulation depth at a given high sound level above threshold, the degree of separation of the two SR groups in their modulation depth at a given sound level (dB SPL) should depend on the degree of separation in their thresholds. Although noticing better performance of low/medium-SR ANFs in coding envelope modulation at high sound levels, it should be pointed out that envelope modulation is better coded in high-SR ANFs at low sound levels near or below thresholds of low/medium-SR units (Fig. 12) . The combination of inputs from two SR groups by cells at the CN could lead to a wider range of representation of envelope modulation than that of either SR group (Wang 199 1) .
Results of the present study show that envelope modulation is also preserved at high sound levels in response to off-BF stimuli (Fig. 24) . When a narrowband stimulus is presented, there is a spread of excitation over an array of ANFs. At low sound levels, only those ANFs whose BFs are at or close to the carrier frequency of the stimulus carry significant information on stimulus envelope. At high sound levels the information on stimulus envelope degrades in this group of ANFs (Fig. 14) . But in ANFs whose BFs are different from the carrier frequency, the information on stimulus envelope is well preserved at high sound levels (Fig. 24) . Thus CN units might integrate off-BF inputs to preserve modulation at high sound levels. It should also be pointed out, as we did for low/medium-SR ANFs, that responses to off-BF stimuli have higher thresholds than those to stimuli at BF. Therefore this mechanism of preserving envelope information is only available at moderateto-high sound levels. These results will be important in interpreting studies of envelope modulation in CN units, which may well integrate inputs at BF and at nearby frequencies (unpublished data).
Relevance to temporal processing of auditory information
The results of the present study show that information on the envelope of narrowband complex stimuli is coded robustly by temporal discharge patterns of populations of ANFs over a wide range of sound level and carrier frequency. One implication is that such a temporal code could constitute a basis for extracting periodicity pitch by the central auditory system from ANF discharge patterns (de Boer 1976; Schouten 1940) . Although there have been some doubts about the necessity of a temporal mechanism for pitch perception at low frequency, there is evidence that envelope fluctuation in the stimulus waveform affects the pitch perceived from AM wideband noise (Burns and Viemeister 1976 ) and harmonic complex centered at high frequency (Houtsma and Smurzynski 1990) . A temporal mechanism seems to be necessary at high frequency because frequency components are not resolved. It is possible that both a spectral mechanism (Goldstein 1973; Srulovicz and Goldstein 1983; Terhardt 1972; Wightman 1973 ) and a temporal mechanism (de Boer 1976; Schouten 1940) exist, with the former operating in low frequency and the latter in high frequency (Houtsma and Smurzynski 1990).
On the other hand, because ANFs are phase locked to tion of a sound source relative to the middle plane. There is pure tones of frequency only up to ,-6 kHz (Johnson 1980; Rose et al. 1967 ) , envelope remains a way to convey temalso physiological evidence in support of these findings. It poral information on high-frequency complex stimuli to higher levels. Representations of stimulus envelope in was shown that cells in the inferior colliculus are sensitive ANFs may thus be used for other auditory processing purposes. One possible usage of the envelope cues is sound to the interaural time difference generated by the envelope localization and lateralization at high frequency. Psychophysical studies have shown that listeners can detect interaural time delays conveyed via the envelope of the stimuli centered at high frequency (AM sounds: Henning 1974 Henning , 1980 Nuetzel and Hafter 1976, 198 1; two-tone complex: McFadden and Moffitt 1977; McFadden and Pasanen 1976) . Henning ( 1980) found that consistent lateralization judgement can be obtained with interaural delays in the envelope but not in the carrier of high-frequency AM signals, whereas at low frequency the situation is reversed and delays in the carrier, but not the envelope, can be detected. Middlebrooks and Green ( 1990) studied directional dependence of interaural envelope delays at high frequency and found that the delays increase monotonically with increasing azimuth and are relatively constant with changing elevation at a given azimuth, which suggests that, if utilized by the auditory system, the envelope of high-frequency signals should provide an unambiguous cue to the horizontal loca-
